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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let S be a finite p-group and let A S denote the set of abelian
subgroups of S of maximal order. Thompson’s Replacement Theorem
Ž .states that if A A S and B is an abelian subgroup of S such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .AN B , but BN A , then there exists A* A S such thatS S
 A* B A B , A* AB, A*, A , A  1,
and, if p 2, the exponent of A* divides the exponent of A.
 Glauberman asked in 5 if this result could be extended for p 2 by
allowing B to be nilpotent of class 2 instead of necessarily being abelian.
 Earlier he proved such an extension in 2 in the special case where
  ŽB, B  A and p 2, while examples show that this is impossible for
.  p 2 . In 5 Glauberman proved another kind of replacement theorem
with B of class 2, which enabled him to define certain characteristic
subgroups similar to his famous K-subgroups and to obtain several signifi-
cant improvements of certain important results concerning transfer con-
trolling functors.
The purpose of this note is, on the one hand, to construct examples
giving a negative answer to Glauberman’s question for all primes p
Ž .  Theorem 2 . On the other hand, based on Glauberman’s papers 2, 5 , we
prove the following weaker version of Glauberman’s conjecture for B
1 Supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research Grant No. 99-01-00576, and by
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 of class 2, with the condition A* B A B replaced by A* B 
 A B .
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime and let S be a finite p-group. Suppose
Ž .that A A S and B is a subgroup of S such that B has nilpotency class  2
Ž . Ž . Ž .and AN B , but BN A . Then there exists A* A S such thatS S
     A* B  A B , A* AB, A*, A, A  1, and the exponent of A*
diides the exponent of A.
 In the proof, if B, B  A, then Glauberman’s replacement theorem
 from 2 can be applied. If, however, after reduction, in a certain minimal
 situation, B, B  A, then we take for A* exactly the same subgroup that
 is constructed by Glauberman in the proof of 5, Theorems 1 and 3.2 . We
     only have to show that if B, B  A, then, indeed, A* B  A B .
 All the other desired properties of A* are already established in 5 ; the
assertion on the exponent of A* is also an easy consequence of the
construction.
We show that this kind of replacement theorem can also be applied in
certain situations yielding results similar to usual applications of replace-
ment theorems. Note that earlier replacement theorems can often also be
   applied with this weaker conclusion A* B  A B . For example, in
 the proof of the ZJ-theorem of Glauberman on p. 25 of 6, Lemma X.3.7 ,
 it suffices to choose  for which  is maximal. We illustrate the
fact that Theorem 1 can be used in a similar way by using it in a part of the
 proof of one theorem from Glauberman’s paper 1 . Of course, this
application is not a new result. It would be interesting to find other
applications of Theorem 1, either in certain new situations or, indeed, to
simplify the proofs of some older results.
 In the proofs we use a special case of Lazard’s correspondence 7 . On
every nilpotent p-group P of nilpotency class  p	 1 the inverse
BakerHausdorff formulae define the structure of a Lie ring L with the
same underlying set. Moreover, every Lie ring with additive p-group which
is nilpotent of class  p	 1 can be obtained in this way. The
BakerHausdorff formula reconstructs the group operations on P in
terms of the Lie ring operations on L. This correspondence is an equiva-
Ž .lence of categories. In particular, every normal subgroup of P is a Lie
Ž . Ž .subring ideal of L; the terms of the lower central series denoted by  i
of P and L coincide, etc. It is worth mentioning that for commuting
elements their product in P coincides with their sum in L.
 In the proof of Theorem 1 we follow Glauberman’s paper 5 , where
Lazard’s correspondence was already used. Our examples of Theorem 2
that give a negative answer to Glauberman’s question are constructed first
as Lie rings and then converted into groups via Lazard’s correspondence.
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2. A REPLACEMENT THEOREM
In the proof of the following theorem we follow the notation and the
 construction from Glauberman’s paper 5 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let p be an odd prime and let S be a finite p-group.
Ž .Suppose that A A S and B is a subgroup of S such that B has nilpotency
Ž . Ž . Ž .class  2 and AN B , but BN A . Then there exists A* A SS S
     such that A* B  A B , A* AB, A*, A, A  1, and the expo-
nent of A* diides the exponent of A.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that S AB. We may
assume B to be minimal by inclusion among those subgroups that are
normalized by A, contain A B, and do not normalize A. It follows that
 B , A N A , 1Ž . Ž .S
 Ž .  for otherwise we could replace B by B, A B A . By 5, Theorem 2.3
ˆ TŽ . ² :there is an element b B 
N A such that the normal closure A AS
² :of A in T b, A has nilpotency class 2. Let B be the subgroup of B1
generated by the set
  4A B  b  a, b a A . 2 4Ž . Ž .
  Ž .Since a, b, a  A B for any a, a A by 1 , it is clear that B is1
normalized by A. Since B also does not normalize A and contains1
A B, we must have B B by the minimality of B. Then B T and1
hence
S A B B T ˆ² : ² : ² : ² :A  A  A  A  A.
It is now easy to see that S AB is nilpotent of class at most 4. Indeed,
any commutator in elements from A or B of weight 5 contains either at
least three occurrences of elements from B, or at least three occurrences
of elements from A. The commutator is trivial in the first case since B is
normal and nilpotent of class 2 and in the second since the normal closure
of A is nilpotent of class 2.
ˆ Applying Lazard’s correspondence as in 5 we can view the set A as a
Lie ring L with Lie ring operations expressed via the inverses of the
BakerHausdorff formula in terms of the group operations. Taking into
ˆaccount the fact that A is nilpotent of class 2, we have
1	 2     x y x  y  x , y and x , y  x , y ,L
1 ˆwhere the 	 th power is well defined, since A is a p-group for p 2,2
and the Lie ring commutators coincide with group commutators.
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ˆLet  be the automorphism of A induced by the conjugation by b; then
 is also an automorphism of L. The mapping
1 2
 log  	 1 	 	 1Ž . Ž .
2
is well defined and is a derivation of the Lie ring L. We are using the right
operator notation. It follows from the form of the BakerHausdorff
formula that
b 	1 b ² b: ² b:  	 1 	     mod  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž .
² b: ²  :for any   L. Since  ,    ,  , b , it follows that
² :  	 1   , b mod   , b .Ž . Ž .Ž .3
Since B is nilpotent of class 2, we have
1 2 ˆ u u 	 1 	 u 	 1  u , b for any u B A ,Ž . Ž .
2
Ž .3In general 	 1  0 and we have
12 3 4 22  	 1 	 	 1   	 1  	 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
4
   , b , b mod  SŽ .Ž .4
for any   L.
 If B, B  A, then the required subgroup A* exists by Glauberman’s
  Ž  .Replacement Theorem from 2 see also 6, theorem X.3.3 . Thus, we may
 assume that B, B  A.
 Since B has nilpotency class 2, the derived subgroup B, B is generated
Ž .by commutators in the generators 2 of B, that is, by elements of the
forms
 d , b  d , d A B ; 3Ž .
  2a, b , b  a  z , a A , z  S ; 4Ž . Ž .4
 d , a, b , d A B , a A; 5Ž .
   a , b , a , b , a , a  A. 6Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .The elements 5 belong to A by 1 , while the elements 6 belong to
Ž . Ž . Ž .   S  Z S  A, since A A S . Thus under the condition B, B  A4
  Ž . Ž . Ž .there is an element k B, B  Z B of the form 3 or 4 that does not
belong to A.
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Ž . The subgroup A* A S constructed in the proof of 5, Theorems 1
  and 3.2 satisfies the conditions A* AB and A*, A, A  1. We claim
Ž . Ž .that A* contains all elements of the forms 3 and 4 . Indeed, the
Ž .  Ž . 2  elements 3 belong to A* by 5, Theorem 3.2 c , since d  d, b, b  0
Ž .  for any d B. By the definition of A* in L6 in 5, Theorem 3.2 the
2 Ž . Ž .elements of the form a belong to A*. We have also  S  Z S  A*,4
  2 2since A* is maximal abelian. Hence a, b, b  a  z a  z A*
too.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we have A* C k  BC k , while A C k , since A isS A S
Ž .maximal abelian and k A. Hence C k  BA. We conclude thatS
       B  A* B  A
    BA*  C k  BA  .Ž .S   B A* B A
       Since A*  A , we have B A*  B A , as required.
The exponent of A* divides the exponent of A because in the Lie ring
  Ž .construction in 5 the subgroup subring A* consists of linear combina-
tions of commutators involving elements of A.
3. APPLICATIONS
We note first that earlier replacement theorems can often also be
   applied with the weaker conclusion A* B  A B . For example, in
 the proof of the ZJ-theorem of Glauberman on p. 25 of 6, Lemma X.3.7 ,
  Žit suffices to choose  A* for which  is maximal instead of
. being maximal by inclusion , repeating the rest of the proof
without further changes.
Another example is the following theorem of Thompson.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1 J. G. Thompson . Let PO G be the largest normalp
p-subgroup of a finite group G, and let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Suppose
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .that A S  A P which happens, for example, if J S G or if
Ž Ž .. . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Z J S G . Then there exists A A S 
 A P such that Z P , A, A
 1.
 Proof. The proof of this theorem given in 4 uses just the ‘‘weaker’’
Ž .conclusion of Thompson’s Replacement Theorem. Choose A A S 

Ž .  Ž .   Ž . A P with Z P  A maximal. If Z P , A, A  1, then there is A*
Ž .      A S such that A* B  A B and A*, A, A  1. By the choice of
Ž .  Ž . A we must have A* P. Hence Z P  A*. Then Z P , A, A 
 A*, A, A  1, a contradiction.
We now use Theorem 1 in a part of the proof of the following theorem
  Žfrom Glauberman’s paper 1 . Some special cases of it had been proved
  .earlier by Thompson, as Glauberman indicates in 1 .
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Ž .THEOREM 3.2 G. Glauberman . Let S be a finite p-group. Suppose that
X, Y, Q, P are normal subgroups of S such that X YQ P and
  Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽY, P  X Z Q . Suppose that A S  A P which happens, for exam-
Ž . Ž Ž .. . Ž . Ž .ple, if J S G or if Z J S G . Then for A A S 
 A P with maximal 
 alue of AQ we hae
Ž .  a Y, A, A, A, A, A  X ;
Ž .    b if APP  p, or if Y is abelian, then Y, A, A, A, A  X ;
Ž .    c if X, A, A  1, then Y, A, A, A  X.
Proof. We only show how our Theorem 1 can be used in the proof of
Ž .part a in the case where
 X , A , A  1; 7Ž .
Ž . Ž .that is, XN A . We assume that 7 holds henceforth.S
 We follow the proof of Theorem 2 from Glauberman’s paper 1 , giving
Ž .roman references to the steps of that proof. As in I , we may assume that
Ž . Ž .S YA. Then for any A A S 
 A P all hypotheses and conclusions
 of the theorem are equivalent to those for A. In particular, AQ 
  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .AQ for any A A S 
 A P . We choose A A S 
 A P such that
 A Y is maximal possible.
     Repeating some arguments from 1 , we have Y, A P, A  X, A 
Ž . Ž .  X A Z S by 7 and A P, A, Y  1. By the Three Subgroup
Lemma we have
 A , Y , A P  Z S . 8Ž . Ž .
       Ž .Next, A, A P, Y, A  1 and A P, Y, A , A  1 by 8 . By the
Three Subgroup Lemma we have
 Y , A , A , A P  1. 9Ž .
 We may assume that Y, A, A  1. By our Theorem 1 there is A*
Ž .      A S such that Y A*  Y A and A*, A, A  1. By the choice of A
we must have A* P.
      Ž . Ž .We have A, A*, A, Y  A P, Y, A  Z S by 8 . We also have
      Ž . Ž .A*, A, Y , A  X, A  Z S by 7 . By the Three Subgroup Lemma
we obtain
 Y , A , A , A*  Z S . 10Ž . Ž .
    Ž .   We now have A*, Y, A, A , A  1 by 10 . Also, A, A*, Y, A, A 
   Ž .A P, Y, A, A  1 by 9 . By the Three Subgroup Lemma we obtain
    Y, A, A, A , A*  1. Hence Y, A, A, A  A*. Finally, we have
   Y, A, A, A, A, A  A*, A, A  1, as required.
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  Ž .Theorem 3.2 was used by Glauberman in 1 to show that J S controls
transfer in any finite group for p 7. Earlier a special case of Theorem
3.2 was proved by Thompson to obtain the following result: Let S be a
Sylow p-subgroup of a finite p-soluble group G. If p 5 or if p 5 and the
Ž . Ž Ž ..Sylow 2-subgroups of G are abelian, then GO G N J S . For p 5p G
Ž Ž ..the group G has a normal p-complement if and only if N J S has.G
The applications of Theorem 1 discussed above are not new results.
Most effective transfer and fusion controlling functors and factorizations
are due to Thompson, Glauberman, Stellmacher, and Timmesfeld. In
 particular, Theorem 3.2 is superseded by Glauberman’s results in 3 on his
 K-subgroups, and recently in 5 . It would be interesting to find other
applications of Theorem 1, either in certain new situations or, indeed, for
simplifications of the proofs of some older results.
4. A NEGATIVE ANSWER TO GLAUBERMAN’S
QUESTION
We first construct examples of nilpotent Lie algebras over  , the fieldp
of p elements, where p is an odd prime. Then we use the BakerHaus-
dorff formula to convert them into p-groups via Lazard’s correspondence.
The nilpotency class of the Lie algebra will be 4, so there is no problem in
applying this correspondence for any prime p 5. The same kind of
example is also constructed for p 3, using an ideal of nilpotency class 2
Ž .and an inner derivation  that defines an automorphism exp  of this
ideal because 3  0.
We begin with a free nilpotent Lie algebra F of class 2 over  on thep
free generators
a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b , c, d , e, where k 3.1 k 1 k
Let I be the central ideal of F spanned by the following elements:
Ž .  R1 a , a for all i, j;i j
Ž .    R2 a , b 	 a , b for all i, j;i j j i
Ž .  R3 a , d for all i;i
1 1Ž .      R4 b , b  a , c 	 a , c for all i, j;i j i j2 2
Ž .  R5 b , c for all i;i
Ž .    R6 b , d  a , e for all i;i i
Ž .  R7 b , e for all i;i
Ž .  R8 c, d ;
Ž .  R9 c, e ;
Ž .  R10 d, e .
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We set L FI. Abusing notation in a standard way, we identify the
elements a , b , c, d, e with their images in L. It is clear from an inspectioni j
Ž . Ž .of the relations R1  R10 that the images of the elements
 a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b , c, d, e, form a basis of L L, L , while for a basis of1 k 1 k
 L, L we can choose
   a , c , . . . , a , c ,1 k    a , e , . . . , a , e , 11Ž .1 k a , b , i j.i j
Ž .We now define a mapping  on the generators of F or L as follows:
a  b for all i; b  c for all i;i i i
c 0; d e ; e 0.
LEMMA 4.1. The mapping  can be extended to a deriation of the Lie
algebra L.
Proof. First we regard  as a mapping of F. We define the action of 
  on the commutators u,  in the free generators u,   a , . . . , a ,1 k
4      b , . . . , b , c, d, e by u,   u,   u,  . Then we extend  to a1 k
mapping of F by linearity. It is obvious that  is a derivation of F. It
remains to show that the ideal I is -invariant. We check this by applying
Ž . Ž . to the generators R1  R10 of I:
Ž .       Ž .R1D a , a  b , a  a , b  I by R2 for all i, j;i j i j i j
Ž . Ž   .        R2D a , b 	 a , b  b , b  a , c 	 b , b 	 a , c i j j i i j i j i j
Ž .I by R4 for all i, j;
Ž .       Ž .R3D a , d  b , d  a , e  I by R6 for all i;i i i
1 1Ž . Ž     .    R4D b , b  a , c 	 a , c  c, b  b , c i j i j j i2 2
1 1 1 1        Ž .	 b , c  a , 0 	 b , c 	 a , 0  0 by R5 for all i, j;i i j j2 2 2 2
Ž .      R5D b , c  c, c  b , 0  0 for all i;i i
Ž . Ž   .        R6D b , d  a , e  c, d  b , e  b , e  a , 0  0i i i i i
Ž . Ž .by R7 and R8 for all i;
Ž .       Ž .R7D b , e  c, e  b , 0  0 by R9 for all i;i i
Ž .       Ž .R8D c, d  0, d  c, e  0 by R9 ;
Ž .      R9D c, e  0, e  c, 0  0;
Ž .      R10D d, e  e, e  d, 0  0.
Thus, we regard  as a derivation of L. Let M be the semidirect sum of
the Lie algebra L and the one-dimensional  -space spanned by . Thenp
  becomes an inner derivation of M; for any l L the commutator l, 
in M coincides with the image l in the old sense.
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Ž .   Ž .  4LEMMA 4.2. a The span of L, L  Z L and b , . . . , b , c, e,  ,1 k
which we denote by B, is a nilpotent ideal of M of class 2.
Ž .    4b The span of L, L and a , . . . , a , d , which we denote by A, is an1 k
abelian subalgebra.
Ž .c The Lie algebra M is nilpotent of class 4.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The proof is by direct examination of the relations R1  R10
 and the definition of . For example, since L, L  B, to prove that B is
 an ideal, it suffices to check that L,   B, which follows from the
definition. To prove that B is nilpotent of class 2 it suffices to check that
Ž .the commutators in the elements 11 , the b , c, e, and , centralize thej
generators of B, etc.
Our Lie algebra example will be complete with the following proposi-
tion.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.3. a The subalgebra A has maximal possible order
Ž .dimension among abelian subalgebras of M.
Ž .b There are no abelian subalgebras of the same dimension other than
A that contain the element d B A.
Ž .c The ideal B does not normalize A.
To study abelian subalgebras we shall use the following elementary fact.
LEMMA 4.4. Let U be an abelian subalgebra of a Lie algebra and suppose
that U is contained in a subspace V. Then for any uU the dimension of the
   subspace u, V spanned by the elements u, x , x V, does not exceed the
codimension of U in V.
Ž .    4Proof. The set C u  x V  x, u  0 is a subspace of V con-V
taining U and hence having codimension in V at most that of U. It is easy
Ž .  to see that C u is the kernel of the linear mapping x u, x of V ontoV
  Ž .u, V . Hence the codimension of C u is equal to the dimension ofV
 u, V .
Ž .Proof of the Proposition. a Clearly, A has codimension k 3 in M.
Suppose the opposite and let U be an abelian subalgebra of greater
dimension, that is, of codimension  k 2. We shall arrive at a contra-
diction in several steps.
First we show that U L. Indeed, otherwise U contains an element of
 the form u  l with l L. By Lemma 4.4 the dimension of u, M
must be at most k 2 for any uU. Because of the k elements
       a , b , u  a , b ,   a ,  , b  a , b , i i i i i i i i
      b , b  a , c  a , ci i i i
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   the dimension of u, M  L, L is at least k. The k elements
       a , u  a ,   a , l  b  a , li i i i i
   are linearly independent modulo L, L . So the dimension of u, M is at
least 2k k 2, a contradiction, since k 3.
Thus, U L. Now the codimension of U in L is at most k 1. Again
 by Lemma 4.4 the dimension of u, L is at most k 1 for any uU.
Write
k k
u  a  	 b   c d 
 e.Ý Ýi i j j
i1 j1
Our next goal is to show that either all of the  are equal to zero, or alli
of the 	 are equal to zero. Suppose the opposite and let 	  0 andj j0
  0. Renumbering the elements a and correspondingly the elementsi i0  b  a ,  without loss of generality we may assume that j  1. Consideri i 0
 the images of the elements a , u under the natural projection  onto thei
  Ž .subspace with the basis a , b , k j, with respect to the basis 11 ofi j
 L, L . We have
k i k
 a , u  	 a , b  	 a , b  	 a , b .Ý Ý Ýi j i j j i j j j i
j1 j1 ji1
By ordering the basis as
       a , b  a , b  a , b    a , b1 1 2 1 3 1 2 2
    a , b    a , b3 2 k k
   we see that the coordinate rows of a , u , . . . , a , u form a triangular1 k
k k minor, with 	  0 on the diagonal, in the first k columns corre-1
   sponding to the basis vectors a , b , . . . , a , b . Therefore the elements1 1 k 1
 a , u  , i 1, . . . , k, are linearly independent. The elementsi
k k k
       d , u  	 d , b  	 a , e and u , c   a , cÝ Ý Ýj j j j j j
j1 j1 j1
contribute two additional linearly independent elements, since 	  0 and1
   0. As a result, the dimension of u, L is at least k 2, a contradic-j0
tion.
It follows that either U is contained in the subspace V spanned byb
   L, L , the b , c, d, and e, or in the subspace V spanned by L, L , the a ,j a i
c, d, and e. In each case the codimension of U in V or V must be atb a
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   most 1. By Lemma 4.4 the dimension of u, V or u, V , respectively,b a
must be at most 1 for any uU.
If U V , writeb
k
u 	 b   c d 
 e.Ý i i
i1
 If  0, then the natural projections of the elements u, b on thej
   subspace with the basis d, b  a , e , i 1, . . . , k, are k linearly inde-i i
pendent elements, a contradiction. So  0 and hence U must contain all
1 1     of the b . But b , b  a , c 	 a , c  0, a contradiction.i 1 2 2 12 2
Now let U V . We writea
k
u  a   c d 
 e.Ý i i
i1
Since the codimension of U in V is 1, there is u such that either  or 
 isa
 non-zero. Then the natural projections of the elements u, a on thej
   subspace with the basis c, a , or e, a , i 1, . . . , k, respectively, are ki i
linearly independent elements, a contradiction.
 Thus, the Lie subalgebra A spanned by L, L , the a , and d is ani
Ž .abelian subalgebra of maximal possible dimension order .
Ž .b We now prove that there are no abelian subalgebras of the same
dimension other than A that contain the element d B A. Indeed,
     since the elements , d  e, b , d , . . . , b , d are linearly independent,1 k
Ž .the centralizer C d coincides with the subspace V defined above.M a
Hence any abelian subalgebra U containing d is contained in V . If thea
Ž .  codimension of U in V is 2 as that of A , then the dimension of u, Va a
must be at most 2 for any uU. Write
k
u  a   c d 
 e.Ý i i
i1
Ž .If U A, then there is u such that either  or 
 or both is non-zero. But
     then the k elements u, a   c, a  
 e, a are linearly independent,i i i
a contradiction, since k 3.
Ž .  c Finally, B does not normalize A, since a ,   b  A.1 1
We now convert the constructed example into a finite p-group.
THEOREM 2. For eery odd prime p there exists a finite p-group P of
Ž .nilpotency class 4 and of exponent p if p 5 haing subgroups A and B
Ž . Ž .such that A A P , B is normal nilpotent of class 2, and BN A , butP
Ž .there are no subgroups in A P other than A that contain A B.
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Proof. For p 5 it suffices to apply Lazard’s correspondence to the
Lie algebra M. The same set B then becomes a normal subgroup of
nilpotency class 2 of the resulting group P, the same set A becomes an
abelian subgroup. The analogue of Proposition 4.3 holds for P.
If p 3, then the Lazard correspondence is applied to L, while  gives
Ž .rise to an automorphism  exp  of the resulting group P . The1
Ž . 3mapping  exp  is well defined since   0. The desired group is
² :then the semidirect product P  . The proof of the analogue of Proposi-1
² :tion 4.3 for P  can be carried out along the same lines using, in1
Ž . Ž .particular, the fact that C   C  .P L1
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